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Knotted Bird

A strip of paper is all that is needed
to make the base of these little birds.
Googly eyes and a card beak are added
to finish off this craft.
These are great to decorate a room,
add to a card, or to simply just play with
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Bull Frog Catc

Bull frogs can be found across the
globe from Australia to Asia and Africa.
This fun little craft takes a cardboard
tube, some string and a bottle cap and
turns it into a fun little game. The aim of
the game it to swing the bottle cap fly
into the mouth of the hungry bull frog.
Instructions found at
oscn.nz/files/bullfrogcatcher.pdf

String Pa

Rain stick
The rain stick is an instrument that
was believed to originate from South
America. It makes a sound similar to
rain or a snake hiss.
A cardboard tube with some rice inside
makes the basis of the instrument. The
outside can be decorated in any way
you wish but this example reflects the
sound it makes.
Instructions found at
oscn.nz/files/rainstick.pdf
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ra
Start with a horse, add some stripes
and you get a Zebra. In this craft paint
soaked string is placed over the image
of a horse to create a beautiful arty
creation.
Instructions found at
oscn.nz/files/stringzebra.pdf
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Instructions found at
oscn.nz/files/knottedbrids.pdf
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Links

Check out the OSCN craft
page oscn.nz/activities for
more ideas
Check our pinterest page
pinterest.nz/jooscn
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Paper clip Bracelets

Paper clips

From the simplest of origins comes
the most unique jewelery and this craft
is no exception to this.
Paper clips joined together makes the
basis of the whole creation. Adding
decorative (washi) tape to the mix and
you get a beautiful piece to wear.
Instructions found at
oscn.nz/files/paperclipbracelets.pdf
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Paper clip Bu

Bunting can add to any party and this
mini paper clip bunting is perfect for
adding flair to any environment.
A chain of paper clips is used to make
the length of the bunting, card or felt
is cut and added to the paper clips
to create the individual flags. Add
some embellishments and you have a
creative way to decorate.
Instructions found at
oscn.nz/files/paperclipbunting.pdf

Paper clip

Paper clip

Bookmar
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Never forget that page again with
these paper clip based bookmarks.
Adding a few little touches to the
paper clip can make a fun way to
remember your spot.
Instructions found at
oscn.nz/files/paperclipbookmarks.
pdf

Flowers
A flower made of metal? Why not we
say! This craft makes for a stunning
item that you can simply have to look
at or to turn into a functional item like
a magnet.
Adding layers of paper clips to a flat
glass marble is all it takes.

Find the resources
Paper clips can be purchased
from many places that sell
stationary however discount
variety stores often also have
them at a much cheaper price

Instructions found at
oscn.nz/files/paperclipflowers.pdf
oscn.nz/activities
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